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Suggested metrics for focusing knowledge creation on support needs 

Organizations that have dedicated team members who create knowledge for you sometimes have 

challenges aligning these team members with the support process.  We recommend the following 

approach that will align knowledge creators with the support needs of customers.  This article is 

specifically for support organizations; but professional services organizations or HR teams can use a 

similar approach, replacing the high-level measures and focusing on reuse of knowledge in projects and 

customer interactions, rather than cases. 

We suggest the following metrics for knowledge creation that focus on enhancing support 

 Average time to resolve for cases linked to a knowledge article (linking a case to a knowledge

article inside your team’s CRM system)

 Ratio of cases attached to articles to knowledge article views inside the knowledge tool1

Metrics for knowledge in support need to be derived from higher-level outcomes.  At a company level, 

those outcomes are 

 Enhancing profitability by reducing support costs per customer (improving margins)

 Enhancing customer satisfaction by connecting customers to knowledge faster

These outcomes require the application of knowledge in support to 

 Enable self-service

 Reduce time and effort to resolve assisted support cases

Our two measures will show if self-service is becoming a viable support channel (by tracking the trend in 

the case attachment/article view ratio) and will track the resolution time as a proxy for the impact of 

knowledge on resolution rates. 

An approach to capturing these metrics is the following: 

1. Identify cases for one specific area that is high frequency and has a high impact on customers

2. Compute time to resolve for these cases

3. Cross reference these cases to linked knowledge articles

4. Add in other knowledge sources that could be used to enhance these articles (videos, release

notes)

5. Test again in 1 month

1
 Note: the metric for “case deflection” is not included here.  Today, we do not have a satisfactory way to get an 

accurate measure of these. 
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